The First Casualty
There is a simple plaque in the Priory choir stalls, on the south side,
which says:

TO THE HONOUR
AND GLORY OF GOD
AND IN LOVING MEMORY OF
SYLVESTER MOORHOUSE HARTLEY,
A DEVOTED SINGER IN THIS CHOIR
FROM 1896 TO 1914, WHO GAVE
HIS LIFE FOR HIS COUNTRY IN
THE GREAT WAR – APRIL 1917.
Yet behind this brief account of the life and tragic death of a young parishioner, there is a story that is even more poignant than we might realise.

The deceptively grand name of Sylvester Moorhouse Hartley could suggest that he came from the upper reaches of society. Yet this was certainly not the case. Sylvester was born in 1887 to Harper Hartley and
Sarah Shires Hartley (née Moorhouse) of High Bank House in Storiths,
the fourth of seven children. Harper was a tenant farmer of 39 acres on
the Devonshire estate. The couple took the name for their new son from
Sarah’s father, Sylvester Moorhouse. Harper himself was also distantly
related to his father-in-law Sylvester Moorhouse through his uncle, John
Moorhouse, the same uncle who had taken the young Harper and his
sister into his own household after they were orphaned.

Detail from the 1891 Census of Hazlewood with Storiths, showing the four-year-old Sylvester
as the youngest (at that time) member of the Hartley family.

Growing up, Sylvester came to be known simply as ‘Ves’. As we know,
he became an active member of the Priory choir from the age of nine.
Once an adult, he followed his father in becoming a tenant farmer. In
1913 he married Emily Eliza Phillip, the daughter of another farming
family living in Stank House, Halton East, and their first child, Basil, was
born the next year. Possibly because of his new work and family responsibilities, ‘Ves’ stopped being an active member of the choir at around
this time. This, and his relatively advanced age of 27, may also explain
why he did not enlist in the armed forces at the very start of the Great
War. He was instead drafted in 1916, part of a signals unit of the Royal
Engineers, and by November Pioneer Hartley was serving in northern
France in the vicinity of Arras, attached to the British Third Army headquarters.

On April 27th 1917 Sylvester wrote a letter home, reporting that his unit were
‘having a good time’. On the next day, April 28th, he was killed.
We do not know the exact details of his death, but can surmise what might have
happened. Earlier in April, During the Battle of Arras, the Third Army’s Canadian
Corps had mounted an important assault that resulted in the capture of Vimy
Ridge. However, this had left them exposed to possible outflanking from the south
-east, and so General Allenby ordered the capture of the key villages of Arleux and
Gavrelle in order to protect this flank.

The Canadian action that captured the village of Arleux

The Canadian troops succeeded in taking these villages from the German 73rd Fusilier Regiment. It would then have been the responsibility of Sylvester’s Royal Engineer signals unit to lay communication cables up to this new front line.

The village of Arleux-en-Gohelle before the war

Unfortunately, a German counter-attack on April 28th forced the allies briefly to retreat from Arleux. It is quite possible that Sylvester was caught in the middle of
this particular counter-attack. All that we know for certain is that this was where
and when he died, with the War Office reporting that he ‘died of wounds’.
Sylvester Moorhouse Hartley now lies buried in the St Nicolas British Cemetery
just north of Arras.

The parish of Bolton Abbey sent 80 men to fight in the Great War, yet surprisingly
none were killed until 1917, and that first fatality was in fact Sylvester Moorhouse
Hartley.

But his story does not quite end there. Three months later, in the summer of 1917,
Sylvester’s widow Emily gave birth to a daughter, christened Vesta. Sadly, Sylvester never saw the child who was conceived shortly before his final journey from our
parish .
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